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Introduction
Finance advisors often tell people with long investment horizon to invest more into stocks than bonds. Fund managers will recommend different portfolios to investors with different investment horizons. For example, they may recommend some stock shares for long term investment and some others just for short term. Such ideas to allocate wealth among different financial products according to the length of investment horizon have been challenged by academics. Early work about horizon effect can be seen in Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1969) . They proved that if the return of a risky asset is unpredictable, rational investors should choose the same portfolio regardless of the length of their investment. More recently, Samuelson (1989) and Samuelson (1990) readdressed the irrelevance of the length of investment horizon in portfolio management.
The absence of horizon effect primarily relies on the assumption that the return of the risky asset is unpredictable. However, there are also studies showing that return predictability can affect investor's optimal portfolio decision, see, for example, Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) , Barberis (2000) and Xia (2001) . To add more valuable insight into this debate, it is important to understand the nature of stock market inefficiencies, which is closely related to the question of whether stock return is predictable or not. Though most studies using daily or weekly data find very little evidence of predictability in terms of low R-squares or low p-values, many academic investigations into monthly data suggest some variables may have the ability to explain the movements in stock expected return. Fama and French (1988) reported that apart from dividend yields, past stock return in the US market can predict 40 percent of future return over the long run. Fama and French (1993) then identified five common risk factors in explaining the return of stocks and bonds. Consistent with Fama and French's results, Kothari and Shanken (1997) also found that book-to-market ratio (B/M) has predictive power. However, these studies have invited criticisms from other scholars.
Hodrick (1992) and Goetzmann and Jorion (1993) argued that many findings based on long-horizon return regressions may be inappropriate due to problems such as data snooping 1 , nonrobustness of test statistics and poor small sample properties of the inference method.
Such controversy about stock return predictability can be better explained from two aspects. First, though there are many articles addressing the issue of stock return predictors, there is little consensus on what the important conditioning variables are. This issue can be regarded as model uncertainty, which here refers to the uncertainty about the true explanatory variables for the stock return, see, for example, Brennan and Xia (1999) . Secondly, even if one believes to have found the correct set of predictors, the predictive relationship between stock return and the predictors cannot be estimated with certainty due to limited sample size. In other words, it is not possible for us to identify the true values of the parameters for our model in real life application. Parameter uncertainty or estimation risk can have an important effect on investor's optimal portfolio choice, see Bawa et al. (1979) and Barberis (2000) . By taking into account both parameter and model uncertainty, one could better answer the question of whether stock return is predictable or not. Cremers (2002) and Avramov (2002) both used Bayesian model averaging (BMA) to consider such uncertainty and found that the BMA method, which averages the estimates from all potential models according to their posterior probabilities, can provide better forecasts of stock return than those selected based on certain criterion. The above studies are based on the US stock market. Relevant research on the UK market can be seen in Pesaran and Timmermann (1995) , in which they employed recursive regression method to select a best single model based on certain information criterion to make out-of-sample forecasts. Though they acknowledged there is uncertainty about which model best forecast stock returns over time, they did not address this issue explicitly in their method.
In this paper we study the stock return predictability in the UK market by accounting for both parameter and model uncertainty. We then investigate the effect of such predictability on a rational investor's portfolio choice given different lengths of investment horizons. We find that the stock return predictability in the UK market is weak if we allow for model 3 uncertainty. Many explanatory variables are not as strong predictors as classical results suggest. Moreover, if we take account of the data generating processes (DGP) of the explanatory variables and allow them to be correlated with that of the stock return, the predicting power of these explanatory variables will decrease further. As for the horizon effect, we propose a computationally convenient statistic that can be used as a reference for how a rational buyand-hold investor should adjust her optimal portfolio given different lengths of investment.
We find that although the return predictability is weak, it still has a considerable effect on a rational buy-and-hold investor's portfolio choice as evidenced by different allocation proportion of wealth to risky asset over time given different initial information.
The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 explains the asset allocation problem and the computation techniques used to solve it. Section 3 investigates the horizon effect when the risky asset's return is unpredictable. We look into the cases with and without parameter uncertainty and then propose a measure to capture the horizon effect. Section 4 studies the stock return predictability in the UK market by considering model uncertainty. Section 5 then examines the horizon effect of stock return predictability and model uncertainty.
Finally Section 6 concludes.
The Asset Allocation Problem and the Calculation of the

Optimal Portfolio
The basic economic model of the analysis consists of a risk averse investor, who allocates her wealth to either risk free (e.g. treasury bond) or risky asset (e.g. stock share) in order to maximize her utility function. This model has been studied by Kandel and Stambaugh (1996) , Barberis (2000) and Avramov (2002) with a focus on the time horizon effects, i.e. how the investor will allocate her wealth given different lengths of investment horizons. Different from other studies, we will look into the horizon effect based on the UK data. Compared to Avramov (2002), we will take into account not only the effects of parameter and model uncertainty, but also the interactions between the DGP of the return for the risky asset and those of its explanatory variables. Moreover, we will propose a computationally convenient statistic, which may shed some light on the behaviour of a rational investor when she has to choose between risky and risk free asset.
The investor's wealth preference is described by the constant relative risk-aversion power utility function (v) with the following form.
where A is commonly referred to as the investor's coefficient of relative risk aversion and W denotes the investor's wealth. Without loss of generality, we assume the initial wealth of the investor is equal to one. Let us denote the rate of return of the risk free asset by r f and the excess return of the risky asset over the risk free by r 2 . For simplicity, we further assume that r f is non-stochastic and only r is a random variable. Suppose the investor is going to hold the portfolio of the two assets from period T till period T +T . At the end of her investment horizon, her cumulative excess return will be R T +T = r T +1 + r T +2 + ... + r T +T , which will also follow a certain distribution. If we assume the returns are continuously compounded and the investor allocates ω of her wealth to the risky asset, her total wealth at the end of the investment will be (1 − ω) exp(T r f ) + ω exp(T r f + R T +T ). The asset allocation problem for the investor is to solve
That is given a period of time, which isT periods long, the problem facing the investor is to choose ω to maximize her expected utility at the start of the investment, i.e. period T .
Our study will focus on the investment horizon effect, i.e. the relationship between ω andT .
Note that it is generally impossible to obtain a closed form solution for (2) even if p(R T +T )
is some standard density function. To solve the problem, Barberis (2000) restricted ω to 5 [0, 1] and performed a grid search after simulating draws from p(R T +T ) to integrate R T +T out. Here we use a relatively convenient and possibly more efficient numerical method to tackle this problem. First we use Taylor expansion to approximate the power utility function around the mean of R T +T to produce a polynomial of R T +T . We can choose the order of Taylor expansion to control the approximation accuracy. Then we obtain the moments of R T +T analytically or by simulation and insert them into the polynomial to obtain a function of only ω. Finally we use a numerical routine to maximize the function. 3 In our application in later sections, we find that Taylor approximation with order around 10 could give us reasonably accurate results when R T +T follows a normal or t distribution.
Next we discuss the force that may drive the horizon effect. Note that the demand for the risky asset in the investor's portfolio clearly hinges on how we set up the maximization problem and the constraints confronting the investor. However, it should be no surprise that the risky asset's return and its level of risk are the key factors. In other words, the first and the second moments of R T +T should have an important role in determining the horizon effect. Note that the density function p(R T +T ) will change withT . Hence both the first and the second moments of R T +T are functions ofT . We may be interested in knowing how fast the return changes relative to the change of risk. For example, if the risk of an asset increases with time, will the asset's expected return increase fast enough to counteract such effect so that the asset will still remain attractive to a rational investor? Here we propose the following expression which may help to answer this question:
where µT and σT denote the mean and standard deviation of R T +T respectively. The expression in (3) is no more than the ratio between the percentage rate of change of R T +T 's mean and standard deviation. It is similar in spirit to the Sharpe ratio and could provide a measure of the value of risk (in terms of the mean return) over time. In the following sec-tions, we will illustrate how expression (3) is related to the investment horizon effect under different probability density functions of R T +T .
3 When the Excess Return is Unpredictable Samuelson (1969) and Merton (1969) show that when stock return is not predictable, the optimal portfolio will be independent of wealth and all consumption-saving decisions in a multi-period portfolio rebalancing model. Different from Samuelson (1969) , the distribution of the excess return will change with time in this paper. Barberis (2000) uses the US data and shows that the optimal portfolio is insensitive to investment time horizon if R T +T is unpredictable and follows a normal distribution with mean and variance increasing linearly with time. In our empirical study, we will use the UK 3 month treasury bill rate as r f . The excess return of the risky asset (r) is calculated as the return difference between the FTSE All-Share Index and r f . Our data sample is from November 1978 up to September 2003, which includes 299 (T ) observations of the FTSE All-Share Index. The mean of the excess rate of return (µ) of the FTSE index over T-bill in our sample is 0.4772%, while the sample standard deviation is 4.88%(σ). We assume the excess return is unpredictable and follows a normal distribution as below,
where µ is the mean of the stock excess return and σ 2 is the variance in the normal distribution. The cumulative excess return R T +T will also be normal as the following,
where µT =T µ, and σ 2 T =T σ 2 . As pointed out by Barberis (2000) , if the investor ignores parameter uncertainty, i.e.taking the estimates of µ and σ from the past data as the true values of these parameters, the optimal holding proportion of the risky asset (ω) will not change with time. It is easy to see that under such setup, M toS defined in (3) is equal to 2 and also independent ofT .
In our following studies we set A = 5 and r f = 0.3%, which is the last observation of the monthly rate of return of the 3-month T-bill. Here we study the horizon effect from one month to 5 years. By using the numerical method described in the previous section, the optimal holding proportion of the risky asset and the M toS defined in (3) are shown in the left column of Figure 1 for different investment lengths. We can see that ω is about 0.5 while M toS is 2. Both of them do not change with time. These results confirm the empirical findings of Barberis (2000) using the US data. We have just added M toS to analyze the relative change of the return and risk over time.
[ Figure 1 here] Next we turn our attention to the case when the investor no longer treats the estimates of µ and σ as their true values. In other words, the investor is now taking parameter uncertainty into account as termed by Barberis (2000) . To model the parameters µ and σ in (5) as random variables, we adopt the Bayesian inference framework by assuming the joint distribution of µ and σ 2 follows a noninformative prior and hence their posterior follows a normal-gamma distribution. 
The conditional distribution of R T +T is still given by (5) while the posterior distribution of R T +T unconditional of µ and σ 2 now becomes
whereμT denotes the mean parameter, which is equal torT and σ 2 T is the variance parameter equal to s 2T (1 +T T ). With parameter uncertainty of µ and σ 2 , it is equivalent as saying that R T +T in (2) has a t density function with parameters described in (11). It can be seen that the mean and variance of R T +T grow at different speeds as compared to (5). The ratio of the percentage rate of change between them (M toS) is now the following,
Unlike the case of no parameter uncertainty, this ratio depends onT and is a decreasing function ofT , whose value is less than 2 unlessT is 0. Barberis (2000) shows that the optimal holding proportion of the risky asset under parameter uncertainty will no longer be insensitive to the length of investment horizon. The interpretation could be that the longer is the investment horizon, the rational investor will become more doubtful about her initial estimation made at period T . Therefore her expected risk of the asset will grow faster with time than the case with no parameter uncertainty. The plots of the optimal portfolio and M toS are shown in the right column of Figure 1 . We can see that both ω and M toS drop with the length of investment horizon. For ω, it falls by around 7% while M tos drops from 1.99 to 1.71. If we look at the expression of M toS in (12), we could find that it also involves T , i.e. the original sample size. We may conjecture that the optimal portfolio may also be related to the sample size. Indeed, if we keep the values of all other parameters the same and just change T to its one tenth, the optimal ω will fall from 46% to 23% while M toS is from 1.93 to 1.2. This can be due to the fact that as the investor's estimation is based on smaller sample size, she will have less confidence in it and will feel that the asset is more risky in the long run. Hence the size of the drop of ω is much larger and the horizon effect is more pronounced. The interesting point here is that the ratio between the percentage rate of change of the excess return mean and standard deviation (M toS) seems to be able to tell how a rational investor will behave given different lengths of investment horizons. However, in many applications, such as the one in the following sections, the first and second moments of R T +T may not have closed forms, needless to say M toS. Here we propose the following statistic, which can circumvent this problem and approximate the M toS,
which is the ratio of the log differences between the contemporaneous expected mean and the one of one period earlier over its standard deviation counterpart 5 . The statistic approximates the instantaneous relative percentage change of expected return to that of risk. As we argued before, the M toS could be viewed as a measure of the economic value of risk in terms of return over time. While the optimal holding proportion of the risky asset is hard to calculate and depends on the setup of the maximization problem, such as what form the utility function takes and how risk averse is the investor, the statistic defined in (13) is easy to calculate and may provide a reference for the investor as to how attractive a particular portfolio is over time. We will apply this statistic to the subsequent sections where the analytical forms of the first and second moments of R T +T are not available.
Whether Stock Return is Predictable or Not
Data and Some Statistical Results
All our data, except the Hoare Govett Smaller Companies Index, are from DataStream, covering the period from November 1978 to September 2003, altogether 299 observations (T ). As before, we use r to denote the FTSE All-Share Index excess return, which is our dependent variable. The explanatory variables along with their short forms used in the analysis are shown in Appendix A.1. All of them are either business cycle variables or financial market variables suggested in the literature, which may possess explanatory power for excess return.
Consistent with the study by Pesaran and Timmermann (1995), we do not include the observation in October 1987, which is an outlier 6 . Figure A rough idea about the extent to which the excess return can be predicted using different variables can be seen in the OLS regression results in Table 1 obtained by regressing the excess return on all other variables. The numbers in bold indicate they are significant at 10% level of significance. Such practice by regressing the excess return on all other variables could be subject to criticism such as data snooping and model misspecification. In the next subsection, we will use the BMA method to look into this issue.
[ (1995) found that in addition to dividend yield, several business cycle variables help to predict the excess return. Different variables can be seen in predicting returns in numerous other papers.
The variables presented in Appendix A.1 are based primarily on these studies. Though there are many articles mentioning possible predictors, there is little consensus on what the most important conditioning predictors are.
Here we apply BMA techniques to a linear model to identify the most important predictors using the UK data. We assume the predictors and the dependent variable have a linear relationship and the disturbance term has no serial correlation and heteroscedasticity:
where r stands for the excess return, and x stands for the set of predictors used, which do not include any lag terms of r. The subscript p is a model specific parameter, which implies that the parameters are different for different models. There are altogether 15 (K) possible predictors which may enter the regression to explain the excess return. The total number of different models with different regressors, is P = 2 15 . Each model, M p , is described by a K × 1 binary vector γ = (γ 1 , ..., γ K ) , where a one (zero) indicates the inclusion (exclusion) of a variable. We denote the sum of all elements in γ by k p , which is the dimension of the column vector x t−1,p . If we stack up all the observations for equation (14), then it can be written as
where ι is a vector of ones,
The following analysis relies heavily on the bench mark prior developed by Fernandez et al. (2001) . To implement their approach, we first reparameterize the intercept term (a p )
in the regression such that the new intercept term (a p ) is orthogonal to the slope (B p ) in the likelihood function, i.e. a p = a p − ι XpBp T . In doing so, we have changed (15) into
where H = I T − ιι T is the demean matrix. The bench mark prior proposed by Fernandez et al. (2001) looks like the following. 
where T stands for the sample size and K stands for the number of potential predictors.
Note that g appears in the prior variance of the slope vector, which controls our confidence in the prior. The choice of g in (19) means we always prefer a more noninformative prior such that the variances for the slopes in (18) are bigger than the alternative. It can be shown that the posterior of B p follows a multivariate t distribution with mean:
and covariance matrix:
wherev = T is the degrees of freedom andvs 2 p = r Hr − 1 1+g r HX p (X p HX p ) −1 X p Hr. The marginal likelihood takes the following form:
We can see that the marginal likelihood penalizes the models with a large number of regressors (k p ) since g 1+g is less than 1. For our case there are P = 2 15 models. Given this model space, there is uncertainty about what is the correct model. Hence it makes sense to consider the parameters unconditional of the model space. This requires us to calculate the posterior model probability as shown in the following,
To specify the model prior, p(M p ), it is possible to use a flat prior, which gives every model the same prior probability( 1 2 15 in our case). However, George (1999) notes that when many of the regressors in the regression are highly correlated, large subsets of models are essentially equivalent. In other words, highly correlated regressors can be viewed as proxies for each other and they capture the same theory. If a flat prior is adopted on the model space, then excessive prior probability will be allocated to such similar models at the expense of some unique models. George (2001) suggests the following dilution model prior,
where R is the correlation matrix of regressors included and π is the probability of including a variable. Note that if π > 1 2 (π < 1 2 ), we prefer models with more (less) regressors. Here we set π = 1 2 . The determinant of the correlation matrix in the model prior serves to penalize the models with redundant regressors. We can see this by noting that |R| = 1 when the regressors are orthogonal and |R| approaches 0 when the regressors become more collinear.
Some explanatory variables exhibit high degree of correlation such as oil price, industrial production, monetary supply, treasury bill rate and dividend yield. 8
The underlying logic of the BMA technique is that we should mix our estimates from different models based on their posterior model probabilities calculated from (23). Such practice can well account for model uncertainty. Let β denote the parameter of interest, such as the slope parameter or the predicted excess return. Leamer (1978) showed that unconditional on the model space, the posterior mean and variance of β can be calculated as:
where D) . An investor may be interested in knowing how important the variables are in explaining the excess return. We therefore need to have a measure of the importance of the included regressor i unconditional of the 15 model space. The following posterior inclusion probability of variable i serves this purpose. one should be more cautious of the significance of the latter set of explanatory variables.
[ Table 2 here]
[ Table 3 here] Table 3 lists the top 10 models with the highest posterior model probabilities. The column headed by "model" list the regressors included for the particular model. The explanation of the variables can be found in Appendix A.1. We can see that the model with the highest posterior probability is the one without any explanatory variables. Moreover, the top 10 models are all parsimonious models with at most 3 regressors. Their posterior probabilities sum up to 0.49, while for the top 100 models out of 32768, the sum is 84%. All of the top 100 models have no more than 4 regressors, with 82 of them with less than 3. A point to note is that although the model without any explanatory variables has the highest posterior model probability, its posterior probability is not much higher than those of other top models.
All other models except the top model can be viewed as evidence supporting stock return predictability. Their model probabilities sum up to around 87%. Another point to note is that the variable with the highest inclusion probability (around 40%) is the dividend yield. This is the only regressor whose posterior inclusion probability is higher than its prior. 9 The inclusion probabilities of other variables are at most between 10% and 15%. Our inclusion priors do not seemed to be confirmed by the data. This reveals a substantial amount of model uncertainty. It seems that apart from dividend yield, none of the explanatory variables are overwhelmingly strong predictors of the stock return, although the models supporting predictability have higher posterior probability than the model supporting no predictability.
Bayesian Model Averaging in an SUR Model
The previous subsection reveals that the excess return seems to be predictable and some In this subsection, we will implement this idea in a seemingly unrelated regression (SUR) model to investigate more closely the predictability of excess return.
We assume that the explanatory variables have their own data generating processes and that such processes could be correlated with each other and with that of the excess return.
The disturbance terms in (28) and (29) are assumed to be correlated with each other but have no heteroscedasticity and no serial correlation. As before p is the model specific subscript.
Here we separate the explanatory variables into dummy variables y and non-dummy variables
x, which have their own generating processes described in equation (29). The regressors for the predictor equations (w) may include the lag of the excess stock return and those of the predictors. To ease the computational burden in estimation 10 , we wish to reduce the number of equations and the parameters to be estimated. We only pick up the five variables with the highest inclusion probabilities calculated in the previous subsection, which consist of one dummy variable, Jan, two financial variables, Smb and Dy, and two business cycle variables,
Inf and M 0. Therefore there are altogether 5 equations in our system. All the equations in (29) we just use all possible explanatory variables 11 for each predictor equation. Since our focus is still on the excess return, for different models we assume only the regressors in equation (28) will change and the predictor equations will stay the same for different models. The marginal likelihood for a particular model in our case should be based on all equations. In this sense our work differs from the previous researchers such as Avramov (2002) . Unlike the univariate case, an SUR model like ours has no closed form for the marginal likelihood.
We use Savage-Dickey density ratio (see Verdinelli and Wasserman, 1995) to calculate the posterior model probability. Estimation details are discussed in Appendix A.2. Table 4 lists all the models along with their posterior probabilities in descending order.
We obtain the results after 1 million draws in the Gibbs sampler. Remember we only change the regressors of the excess return equation in (28) to form different models, while the regressors for other equations of (29) remain the same in the BMA exercise. Different from the univariate BMA case, the model without any regressor has much higher probability while the posterior model probabilities of most of the other top ten models in the univariate framework fall substantially. The sum of the model probabilities of all the models supporting stock return predictability is now only around 30%. This indicates under the SUR model we find less favourable evidence for stock return predictability. A point to note is that the posterior model probability of the one with only January effect jumps from 0.02 to about 0.135, which accounts for more than one third of the posterior model probability of the models supporting stock return predictability. It seems that if we incorporate the DGPs of the explanatory variables for the excess return and allow such DGPs to be correlated with each other, we find much weaker support for stock return predictability compared with the univariate case. Further analysis, though, needs to be carried out to see whether such weak predictability has an impact on the investor's portfolio strategy.
[ Table 4 here] Table 5 shows the estimation results of all the parameters for the excess return equation
(28) after model averaging, where numerical standard error (NSE) is equal to standard deviation √ number of draws , which is a measure of accuracy for the mean estimates. When the true posterior mean has no closed form, the numerical method we use implies that it should lie in the region of (estimated mean-1.96NSE, estimated mean+1.96NSE) with about 95% probability. Compared with Table 2 , the slopes of Smb, Dy and Inf have decreased in scale (in absolute value). We can also see a huge drop in inclusion probability for most of them except the January dummy. The estimates for the variance matrix of the disturbance terms are shown in the lower triangle of Table 6 with standard deviations in brackets. The correlation coefficients of different equations are in the upper triangle. Note that the correlation between the excess return equation and other equations do exist (ranging from 1% to 14% in absolute value), which could justify the use of the SUR model.
[ Table 5 here]
[ Table 6 here]
The Horizon Effect of Stock Return Predictability and Model
Uncertainty Equation (28) and (29) provide us a framework to make forecasts of more than one period ahead based on the information of current period. To simplify the illustration, we need to write equation (28) and (29) into the form of vector autoregression (VAR). First let us define the following 12 ,
Equation (28) and equation (29) can now be written as
where H is the demean matrix resulting from reparameterizing the intercept term in the excess return equation. Denote C = (B 0p , F 0p , a 0p , B 1 , a 1 ...B 4 , a 4 ) . Now we can use the following to estimate the mean and variance of z t h periods ahead conditional on a particular model and the parameters in the excess return and the predictor equations.
Note that y is the dummy variable, i.e. Jan in our case, which captures the periodic phenomenon. In our evaluation of the moments of the cumulative excess return (i.e.R T +T = r T +1 + r T +2 + ... + r T +T ), we set y = 0 since we are more interested in the relationship between the stock excess return and the economic fundamentals over time. The cumulative excess return R T +T is the first element in the vectorT h=1 z T +h , whose mean and variance can be calculated as
The predictive distribution of the cumulative excess return conditional on C, Σ and the model is
where µ (1) cum stands for the first element in µ cum and V ar (1,1) cum is the (1,1) element of the variance matrix.
Note that for the models with explanatory variables other than the dummy in the excess return equation, our results are sensitive to the values of the initial variables, i.e. z T .
Predictability in the context of equation (31) and (32) the explanatory variables of the excess return equation is that we want to make forecast of excess returnT periods ahead. Barberis (2000) showed that when the excess return can be predicted only by dividend yield, the optimal stock holding proportion will be very sensitive to the initial value of dividend yield while less sensitive if the investor takes into account parameter uncertainty 13 . Note that in Table 4 the top two models receiving large amount of posterior model probabilities include no explanatory variables and only the dummy variable respectively 14 . These regressors do not appear in our forecast exercise in equation (33). In the situations like these, we are virtually saying that the stock return is fairly unpredictable.
However, our BMA results are based on the average of all the potential models. Whether the weak predictability will lead to any conspicuous horizon effect requires further analysis.
First we will use the sample mean of all the explanatory variables concerned to form the investor's initial condition. The final results shown in Figure 4 are obtained after 8 million draws. The solid line represents the forecast path of the mean and standard deviation of R T +T over time. We can see that the mean of the excess return is positive throughout our investment horizon and like the standard deviation, it rises in scale as the investment horizon lengthens. In addition to our forecast, we have also included the evolution paths of the mean and standard deviation of R T +T when the excess return is unpredictable with and without parameter uncertainty (in dashed and dotted line respectively), as indicated in (5) and (11).
We can see that R T +T 's forecast mean is not as high as the one under no predictability in the long run, while its standard deviation is above the one without parameter uncertainty and slightly below the one with parameter uncertainty. Given z T is the mean of the predictors, the evolution paths of the mean and standard deviation of the excess return from the BMA results are very similar to those under no predictability and with parameter uncertainty.
Therefore we may conjecture that the optimal holding proportion of stock should decrease with time in the long run. This should make intuitive sense since our framework does not only take into account parameter uncertainty but also model uncertainty. When the initial condition for the investor is formed by taking the sample mean of the predictors, it is close to the case with no predictability since in our sample we find little evidence supporting predictability.
[ Figure 4 here]
To confirm our guess, we can calculate theM toS statistic defined in (13) and the optimal holding proportion of stock. We use the algorithm mentioned in Section 2 to search for the optimal ω. Figure 5 shows the results in solid lines. Except for the initial tiny rise, the optimal holding proportion of stock falls consistently. As for theM toS, although it has some zigzag movements 15 , it clearly demonstrates a downward sloping trend over the long run. Hence we have reason to believe that theM toS statistic captures investor's willingness to hold a risky asset over time to some degree. Under our initial condition, the weak predictability and model uncertainty lead to relatively slow increase of the mean of the excess return compared to the risk, which makes the FTSE rather unattractive in the long run. A rational investor under our utility maximization setting hence should decrease 22 her holding of the FTSE index asset over time. While it is difficult to calculate the optimal holding proportion of the risky asset, it is very convenient to calculate theM toS statistic as long as we can simulate draws from the predictive distribution of the excess return. Although the statistic does not depend on how the utility maximization problem is set up, it may still provide a reference for the investor in regard to how attractive an asset is over time.
[ Figure 5 here]
Next we will turn to the question of whether the weak predictability of stock return will induce any horizon effect. As mentioned before, predictability should imply that the investor use the present information to predict the future. If there is no horizon effect caused by predictability, the investor should be insensitive to different values of z T (the initial condition). Here we try two more values in addition to the mean of the predictors:
zero and twice the mean of the predictors. The results are also shown in Figure 5 . The dashed line is obtained from the initial value zero while the dashed-star line is from twice the predictors' mean. We can see that three paths of ω from three initial values look quite different, though all of them are downward sloping over time. The dashed-star line (from twice the predictors' mean) falls faster than the other two and its M toS line is below those of the other two. If we set the initial condition to a zero vector, the starting ω is much less than the other two cases. Over time, its optimal holding proportion seems to be parallel to the one obtained by setting z T to the mean of the predictors. We can see its M toS line is initially below the z T -mean line and the two get intertwined over time. To summarize, it seems that although the stock return predictability is weak, it still has a considerable effect on the investor's optimal portfolio decision over time.
Conclusion
In this paper, we study the horizon effect of stock return predictability, that is, for different lengths of investment horizons how a rational investor should allocate between risky and risk free asset. We show that the investor's portfolio choice for different investment horizons can be linked to the relative time variation of stock expected return and its expected risk.
We propose a computationally convenient statistic to capture such horizon effect and show that it could be related to an investors' optimal holding proportion of a risky asset. We also study the stock return predictability for the UK market, i.e. what variables may be useful in predicting stock excess return. We argue that Bayesian model averaging is more preferable than simply focusing on a particular model in terms of picking up the variables truly useful in predicting the return. By using BMA, we can avoid the problem of data snooping and take into account parameter and model uncertainty. We have studied the potential useful predictors under both univariate and multivariate frameworks. Our univariate results show that for the UK market, the most powerful predictors are dividend yield, January effect, monetary supply, inflation rate and company size effect. However, if we allow the data generating processes of stock excess return to be correlated with those of its explanatory variables, the predicting power decreases for most variables. Only January effect still remains relatively robust. Though the evidence for stock return predictability is rather weak, it can still lead to considerable horizon effect. In this paper, we only consider one risky asset (stock index). In the future, we could extend our framework to consider several risky assets. With regard to stock predictability, we have just considered the predictability in return. It could be fruitful to study the case when the same set of explanatory variables can predict stock volatility.
Notes
1. It implies that such patterns in the data may happen by chance.
2. That is the difference of the rate of return between the two assets.
3. All these procedures could be easily implemented in Maple once we obtain the moments of
4. Here the data are the observed excess returns.
5.
For some situation, we may need to replace the formula byM toS = (µT −µT −1 )/µT −1 (σT −σT −1 )/σT −1 6. In that month, there was a stock market crash. The index dropped by around 27%.
7. The results are obtained from the MatLab routine autocor.m.
8. Any two of these variables have correlation of more than 70% in absolute value. Detailed results are available upon request from the author.
9. In other words, our data strengthen this prior. 
A.2 Estimation of the SUR Model
Let us define t = [ 0t , 1t , 2t , 3t , 4t ] and assume t ∼ N (0, Σ) and E( j k ) = 0 for j = k.
We will estimate equation (28), (29) and (36) in an SUR framework. Koop (2003) illustrates how to estimate SUR model in a Bayesian way. Our analysis partly relies on it. First we need to write equation (28) and (29) into matrix form by defining the following notations.
So equation (28) and (29) can be rewritten as
We adopt the independent Normal Wishart prior for C and Σ, which looks like
where the prior parameters C and V denote the mean and variance in the normal distribution.
Although we have tried to limit the number of our parameters, we still end up with 49 parameters to estimate when we include all regressors into equation (28), which means the specification of the hyperparameters could be a huge task. Here we try to be as least subjective as possible. Koop (2003) recommends a general rule of thumb for doing BMA:
it is acceptable to use a noninformative improper prior for parameters which are common to all models and informative proper priors for parameters changing over models. Since for different models we only change the regressors in equation (28), only the dimension of B 0p
and F 0p will change across models. For these parameters, we use a proper prior. We will use a noninformative prior for the other parameters. The prior for Σ looks like the following.
Let us denote c p = B 0p F 0p . For parameters [a 0p B 1 a 1 ...B 4 a 4 ] , we set their covariance elements in V and the diagonal elements in V −1 to zero so that the corresponding values of the hyperparameters in C are irrelevant. We will leave the prior for c p to later discussion. For the moment we just assume we have a proper prior for it.
The posterior distributions for C and Σ have no analytical forms since the stock return equation and the predictor equations have different regressors. We have to use Gibbs sampler to evaluate them.
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We first choose some arbitrary values for C and draw Σ from equation (41) and then plug the draw of Σ into (40) to make a new draw of C. Repeating this process will give us a chain of draws. We discard a certain number of the initial draws as burn-in and only retain the remaining draws. The sample average of such draws can give us the estimates of the posterior means for C and Σ.
Next we discuss the estimation details of the posterior model probability. Savage-Dickey density ratio (see Verdinelli and Wasserman, 1995) is used to calculate the Bayes factors of all restricted models relative to the model with all regressors included in equation (28).
We denote the model with all regressors included by subscript all. We can view different models as fixing different parts of the elements in c all , which we call η, to 0 with probability 1. Again we attach a model specific subscript p to η for all restricted models 16 . Then the Savage-Dickey density ratio (Bayes factor) could be evaluated as
Though it is straightforward to evaluate the denominator from the marginal prior distribution, there is no direct way to evaluate the numerator since we do not know the analytical form of the posterior distribution for η p .What we know is the posterior distribution of η p conditional on Σ. We can have posterior draws of C and Σ from the Gibbs sampler. If we denote the number of draws from the Gibbs sampler by N , we can evaluate the numerator in (42) as
For us to use the Savage-Dickey density ratio to calculate the Bayes factor, the following condition must hold, see Verdinelli and Wasserman (1995) .
To guarantee the above condition to hold, we must choose the prior for c p carefully. We first specify the prior for c all using the g prior like that in equation (18) without the term σ 2 p . We choose g as in (19). Here we use Ω to denote the variance hyperparameter for c all and break it into blocks corresponding to c p and η p ,
where Ω takes the form of a g prior in (18). It can be proved that the prior for c p should have the following form for condition (44) to be satisfied,
which means for models with restriction η p = 0, we have more confidence in c p = 0 a priori compared to the all inclusive model.
With the Bayes factor we are able to calculate the posterior odds ratio as
The prior model probability is calculated as before in (24) with π = 1 2 . Finally we can calculate the posterior model probability for model p using the following, 
The mean and variance estimates of C and Σ unconditional on the model space can be obtained in a similar way as in equation (25). 
Tables
